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Abstract: - Space partitioning techniques are well known especially because of their use in computer graphics,
especially within ray-tracing acceleration techniques. The primary aim of those techniques is to enable fast test
whether a geometric object resides at least partially within the given area. There are many modifications that
proved the applicability despite of high memory requirements of complexity O(M2) for the two dimensional
space, resp. O(M3) for the three dimensional space. The space division technique is used in standard software
packages like PovRay etc. A new technique with O(M) memory complexity and its comparison with original
space subdivision and residency mask techniques is presented.
Key-Words: - Computer graphics, algorithm acceleration, algorithm complexity, space partitioning, space
subdivision, residency mask.
Notifications: p – number of objects, M - number of subdivision in one axis (Mx = Mx = Mx for simplicity)

1 Introduction
The space subdivision is very often used for
determination which object from the given data set
resides with some part within the given area.
Standard techniques of the space subdivision leads
to memory requirements of complexity O(M2) for
the two dimensional space, resp. O(M3) for the three
dimensional space, where M is a number of
subdivision on one dimension.. In the case of small
objects those requirements and not acceptable.
We present a new approach which is of the
O(p M) memory complexity, where p is a number of
objects. Generally, the answer can be given with
O(p) complexity. As 64-bit architecture is used
nowadays, objects are processed in bulks of 64
objects actually, i.e. additional speed up is obtained.
If tests “which objects interfere with the given
area” is used many times then it is convenient to
find a technique which could enable to speed up this
process. One possibility is to introduce a space
subdivision technique and for each k-dimensional
interval in the given k-dimensional space keep a list
of references of objects that interfere with that
interval (area). Several techniques have been
developed and used, like uniform, non-uniform,
adaptive etc. space subdivisions, usage of trees,
quadtrees and octrees etc.[8].
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2 Space Subdivision Technique
Let us consider space subdivision technique, now. It
can be seen that if the object in the scene are
“small” enough it is desirable to have the space
subdivision as finest as possible, see fig.2.
In the case of the “standard” Space Subdivision
(SS) technique, the memory consumption can be
approximately estimated as O(p q Mk), where q is a
probability that “an average” object (just one) hits
the given interval, generally q is a function defined
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as q =q(M, p, s) and s is a size of “an average”
object.

k-dimensional space. It can be seen that he memory
requirements of the Residency Mask are reduced
and can be estimated as
⁄8
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Fig.2
It means that in the case of the three dimensional
space, the memory requirements will grow very fast.
Let us consider the two dimensional case, i.e. k = 2,
for more precise estimation. In this case the memory
requirements of the SS technique can be estimated
as

This technique allows detecting a potential
interference of the object using land operation.
A possible interference of objects C and D
represented by row3 and row4 in the matrix Q can be
expressed as a condition
3,

4,

0, … ,0

If the condition is true then that objects C and D
could intersect as their intervals intersect each other.
If the value is false then no intersection is possible.
It is necessary to point out that finding which object
interferes with the given interval is of O(p Mk)
computational complexity as all objects must be
tested using by algorithm 1.
for all j∈{1,…,Mk} do
for all i∈{1,…,p} do { for all objects }
if Q[i,*] land MASK[j] then DET_TEST
where: MASK[j]=2j for all j
Algorithm 1

where: 4 Bytes are allocated for a pointer
representation,
4*q Bytes are allocated for a list of pointers
with the probability q
4 Bytes are allocated for the length of the
list

It means that the time complexity can be
estimated as O(pMk) and the processing time is
comparable to the uniform space subdivision
method. If the number of subdivisions M is higher
and objects are small then very long binary vectors
are obtained containing almost zeros. In this case it
is convenient to represent them as a list of pointers
that might be significantly less memory consuming.

3 Residency Mask

4 Binary Masks
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The Residency Mask (RM) technique [Cych] uses
a bit vector in which each bit is used for the
subinterval within the partitioned space for each
object in the k-dimensional space, fig.3.
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Generally an appropriate bit is set to “1” if the
object interferes with the given interval in the

Using Binary Mask (BR) technique for determining
whether the given object interferes with
a subinterval enables to speed up some tests
significantly. The RM method is very good for
answering the question:
Q1: Find all subintervals which interfere with the
given object
But in the most cases we need to answer a little bit
different question:
Q2: Find all objects that interfere with the given
interval.
Analyzing those tow questions it can be seen that
they are complementary, i.e. “inverse” in some
sense. We can simply imagine that the RM could be
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implemented as a binary matrix, see fig.3. Rows
give an answer to the question Q1, while columns
give an answer to the question Q2. It means that for
the given jth interval we have to make p binary test,
see alg.2.
for jth subinterval do
for all i∈{1,…,p} do { for all objects }
if Q[i,j] ≠ 0 {bit test only} then DET_TEST
# O(p) computational complexity only #

operations is critical to the BM technique efficiency.
Binary vectors can be used as a representation for
the sets iR, resp. jS and kT, assuming that the qth bit
expresses whether qth object does interfere with the
given slice. In this case we can write for the two
dimensional case:
ij

for all i,j∈{1,…,M}

W = iR land jS

and for the three dimensional case:
ijk

W = iR land jS land kT

for all i,j,k∈{1,…,M}.

Algorithm 2
It means that the processing time is only O(p) for
determination which object interfere with the jth
interval. Nevertheless it is necessary to think how
the matrix Q could be represented in more efficient
way, because for small objects it becomes quite
sparse and very large (considering p ≥ 103 and
M ≥ 102).

It can be seen that the memory required for the BM
method is given as:
8
But we have to compute an intersection of the given
sets. There is no significant difference from the RM
and proposed BM methods. Bitwise operations are
very fast according to detailed test performed on
objects that interfere with the given interval and do
not have a significant influence to the computational
time.
Another advantage of the proposed technique is
that we can easily check the consistency of the
given scene. Let us define

ij

,…,

W

where p is a number of objects.
If
1, … |
0 then the ith object is not
“visible” in any subinterval and the preprocessing
was not correct. Similarly for other axes:
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Figure 3.
Let us define iR, resp. jS sets that contain all
objects that interfere with the given ith row slice,
resp. jth column slice. Then a set ijW defined for the
two dimensional space as
ij

W = iR ∩ j S

It determines all objects that can interfere with the
subinterval at the (i , j) position.
Similarly for the three dimensional case we can
write
ijk

W = iR ∩ jS ∩ kT

k

where T is a set which contains all objects that
interfere with the kth slice (orthogonal to z-axis).
By now, we haven’t dealt with a representation
of the set, although the performance of set

5 Theoretical Comparison
In order to reach some theoretical conclusions it is
necessary to compare methods presented above, i.e.
Space Subdivision (SS), Residency Masks (RM),
Binary Masks (BM) techniques. Let us consider
coefficients of efficiency ν1, ν2, ν3 as follows
MSS

ν

M M

ν

MSS
M M

M S

ν

M M

Substituting results obtained earlier we get
ν

4M p q 2
M p⁄8

As we consider

1 and
ν

32 p q
2 then

32 q

2
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For small objects we get in many scenes q 1. The
RM method is therefore less efficient when objects
are getting smaller. Comparing results obtained for
the proposed BM method we obtain
ν

4M p q 2
k M p⁄8

Because p q

32 M

pq

2 /p

2 then
ν

32 q M

It means that memory efficiency for
three dimensional case can be estimated as
ν

the

32 q M

It is necessary to point out the efficiency ν over the
“standard” SS method grows quadratically.
Comparing memory requirements for the RM
and BM methods we obtain:
ν

M
M

M q/8
k M p⁄8

M
M

1
M
k

q
p

and for the three-dimensional case we get
ν

1
q
M
3
p

The results presented above prove significant
memory savings if the BM technique is used. The
computational time of the intersection detection is
small in comparison to the computational time of
the detailed test DET_TEST.

6 Conclusion
A new modification for the space subdivision
technique, the BM method, was developed with
O(k N) memory complexity instead of O(q Mk). The
memory complexity of the proposed method grows
with the dimensionality linearly, while the
“standard” SS technique has O(Mk) complexity, in
general. The efficiency of the proposed method
grows with O(M k-1/k).
The experiments proved that the MB technique
provides faster solution as well. Nevertheless the
proposed method is not convenient for some cases
especially in the volume visualization methods, e.g.
for CT or MRI data processing.
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